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AN UNRECORDED ‘FRANCO’ HANDSTAMP FROM 1932

Fig. 1

BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 2

In presenting displays of ‘official’ postal history to the society I have shown covers used for post office internal
mail, bearing either adhesive ‘Franco’ labels with circular date-stamps or square hand-stamps containing the word
Franco combined with the Postal District office details. Checking through the newsletter index I see that nothing
has been written about this interesting subject since two short articles in 2003 (pp 66 & 84). I must make amends.
But in the meantime, a cover bearing a ‘new’ Franco hand-stamp has recently entered my collection.
Franco labels (printed in either black or green) are common enough, having been used between 1911 and 1970.
Postal headquarters in Bern and the 11 Postal District offices were issued additionally with hand-stamps ‘PostDirektion’ or ‘Post-Check’ for franking the greater quantities of mail that they handled. These are more difficult to
find. The philatelic bureau also used several versions ‘Post-Wertzeichensektion’. These hand-stamps are
mentioned in Zumstein Specialised Catalogue (part 2, p. 1056) and are summarised in the latest Ganzsachen
catalogue (pp 419-420).
Over the years I have been acquiring the different versions slowly, but my new acquisition bears an unrecorded
hand-stamp: ‘Franco Postdir. V Material’ (Figure 1). The word ‘Material’ refers to the Postal District supplies
department. Whilst there is a known version for the supplies department headquarters in Bern (Figure 2), there is
no recorded version for the other Postal District offices. I sent details of my latest acquisition to Zumstein. I am
grateful to Christoph Hertsh (Expert AIEP+SBPV) who
replied quickly, advising that they had seen examples
before but only for Postal District V (Basel), the same as
mine. This is because all cancellers were sent to Basel for
repair or replacement.
Another recent acquisition (Figure 3) supports the view
that only Postal District V (Basel) was issued with a
‘Franco Material’ hand-stamp. In this case, a cover sent
from Postal District VI (Aarau) with the general franking
hand-stamp ‘Franco Post-Direktion VI’ but struck
additionally with the department’s date-stamp ‘AARAU
(MATERIAL)’.

Fig. 3
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QUALITY IN MINIATURE: THE STAMP DESIGNS OF BERNADETTE BALTIS

March 2015
RICHARD DONITHORN

The author is grateful to Mrs Baltis for all the help received in the writing of this article and to Swiss Post for
allowing the use of the illustrations of its products.

Fig. 1 Top, left to right – Z758, Z771, Z787 Bottom Z959 Z1060 Copyright: © Swiss Post Ltd
Bernadette Baltis is a graphic designer based in Uerikon on the shores of Lake Zürich. She trained for five years at
the School of Applied Arts in Zürich as a graphic artist – mastering all techniques before the age of
computerisation and digitisation. In the 1970s, with her husband Max, she founded the firm Max Baltis BSW
Advertising and Design Agency of Forch-Zürich. Over the years the company has undertaken a range of design
commissions, including posters, stamps and company display material. Among her favourites were textile designs
for Fabric Frontline (silks) and Swissair and several corporate image designs for companies and institutions.
During the course of her stamp design work she has had to develop a deep understanding of many aspects of
biology, architecture, engineering, geology, mountaineering and bee-keeping!
The first of her stamp designs to be accepted by the P.T.T. was the commemorative for the Swiss Women's
Benevolent Society in 1988 (Z758). Since then a further 45 stamp and 2 vignette designs have come out of her
studio to be adopted by P.T.T./Swiss Post. They have covered almost the full range of Swiss stamps –
commemoratives, definitives, greetings (lucky charms) stamps, Christmas stamps, joint-issues with other postal
authorities, Pro Patria and Pro Juventute surcharged charity stamps and a national philatelic exhibition miniature
sheet (see details below). Several have been the subject of major design awards. Some examples of her output
are shown in Figure 1 and others below.
In a series of interviews over the years Mrs. Baltis has given us some insight into her approach to postage stamps:
“A basic principle of stamp design is reduction – the small size presents a big challenge. The consequent need to
simplify the design image requires intensification and the need to consolidate emphasises the importance of
clarity. Thus, to ensure the image will have sufficient impact the original drawings are initally created seven times
larger than the resultant stamp. This alone puts stamp design in a special creative category (Fig. 2 on the next
page). The goal is a product with optimal image quality – sharp in every detail. There is no room for trivialities.
The brand image must have a soul. I pay a lot of attention to typographical details, including the denomination,
Helvetia and often multi-lingual text. The image, text and brand value must be harmonious. The special value of
stamps is the challenge of helping to ensure that this culture of 'little pictures”, which convey the message
between the sender and receiver, accomplishes the noble task of adding yet another enriching dimension to
human relationships. Despite their small size, stamps are valid indefinitely and are travelling ambassadors of the
Swiss brand all over the world. Collected in albums, where they may stay for many years, they are preserved for
generations. Stamp designing is a very nice profession.”
For her, the creation of a stamp issue is a high energy, high effort activity which has to be fitted into the three
months normally specified by the commissioner. Production is a 3-stage process:
a) detailed research – familiarising herself with the subject, reading and discussing with experts in the field
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Fig. 2 Z1383 HoneyBee Stamp & Art Work Photo © Bernadette Baltis Fig. 3 Z79 Basler Taube '95 MS © Swiss Post Ltd
b) design through trial and error, sketching out dozens of preliminary designs to determine how best to portray
the message in the small format
c) final detailed artwork for printing.
Several of her stamp designs are based on photographs, historic images (e.g. in the case of the Basler Taube MS –
Fig. 3) or old artefacts (e.g. the Christmas issues – Fig. 4). Viewing her subject in the field is important, from
various positions and at different times of day and light conditions before deciding what angle to draw or
photograph it from.
“When using photographs as a base, you cannot simply take the recording from a digital camera and edit it” she
says. “You observe, examine and compare images, choose the most appropriate one and then edit the image
using colour pencils, brushes and scissors to create a collage, a "symbiosis" of drawings and colour papers. The
stamp must appear more detailed and three dimensional than photographs.” She uses her design skills to bring
out the nuances of the image, highlighting what is important and exhibiting her own distinctive style. For
example, in her Mountain Panorama tryptich she made considerable effort to emphasise the shadows and the
structures of the boulders to show the three-dimensional depth of this landscape. In her designs of the Pro
Juventute stamps, the Honey-bee stamp and the Insect definitives she feels she was able to give full expression
to her skills in free-drawing, painting and use of colours, based on her deep understanding of the natural world.

Fig. 4 Christmas (PJ323 and Z1014) and Charity (PP255 and PJ330) Issues Copyright: © Swiss Post Ltd
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Fig. 5 Z1202/4 "Mountain Panorama" tryptich Copyright: © Swiss Post Ltd
Her distinctive, personal style comes across as neat, precise and epitomising “high quality” - beautiful miniature
works of art with a clear message – uncluttered, meticulous, accurate in every detail. At the launch of the
commemorative stamp for Assistance for Mountain Communities (Z787 - Fig. 1) the P.T.T. stated: "Bernadette
Baltis has succeeded in reducing to a common denominator the character and activities of the mountain farmers
in their stark landscape."
The brief of Swiss Post for the Christmas series from 2000 to 2004 was: “to be a 'family' in appearance and
colouring” and “to convey charm, warmth and a symbol of days gone by” (Fig. 4). Mrs. Baltis looked at the oldest
collection of Christmas decorations in Europe in the ownership of Herr Anton P. Zobrist of Ebmatingen. She chose
five beautiful, light, elegant pieces to represent different geographical areas. She then made sketches, crayon
drawings, photos and collages based on the decorations and scaled the chosen image down. Finally she
harmonised the picture, text and denomination figure so that, working together, they conveyed the “right
message” and were capable of reproduction in vast quantities. The related miniature sheet features the
Christmas message in five languages.
Her stamps were initially printed in Intaglio by Hélio Courvoisier and since 2000 in Offset, enhanced by the use of
white paper - fluorescent or with optical brightener. There has been a preponderance of various shades of blue,
seemingly wherever it can be justified – particularly in her early stamps, the Basler Taube '95 MS and the
Christmas stamps. A novel element is often included e.g. panoramic strips (with resultant vertical and horizontal
se-tenant pairs and multiples), detachable self-adhesive vignettes, Switzerland's first Christmas stamp and a
hexagonal-shaped stamp. Apart from the joint issue with China (Z959 – Fig. 1), she has designed all the first day
covers and the matching cancellations. Some of the first day covers produced for her stamps are characterised by
black and white illustrations on the back.
Her stamp tryptich, entitled "Sights of Switzerland: Mountain Panorama" (Fig. 5), was judged the most attractive
stamp design in Europe of 2006 by the readers of the German philatelic magazine 'Deutsche Briefmarken-Revue'.
A giant poster based on a reproduction of the panorama of the three stamps was used to screen the Federal
Parliament Building in Bern during reconstruction works (Fig. 6 below Copyright: Photo © Bernadette Baltis).
Her ability as an illustrator can be seen in the very attractive compositions she has created related to wildlife
subjects, in particular the two stamp sets and related booklets she designed for the Pro Juventute organisation
depicting woodland species (Fig. 4) and the set of four definitives entitled “Insects” (Fig. 7 on next page).
Her success might best be illustrated by
looking into the background of the Old
Rhine Bridge stamp (Fig. 8). Three artists
from Germany and three from Switzerland
were invited to participate in a stamp
design competition ahead of that joint
Germany-Switzerland issue. After deliberations, the jury unanimously chose
Bernadette Baltis to design both the Swiss
and German stamps, the sheetlets, the firstday covers (featuring an old print of the
bridge and Bad Säckingen on the back), the
first-day cancellations for Stein, Berlin and
Bonn and the two related picture postcards.
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Fig. 7 "Insects" Definitives First Day Cover
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Fig. 8 "Old Rhine Bridge" First Day Cover Copyright: © Swiss Post Ltd

To fully understand the high regard the Swiss postal authorities have had for Mrs. Baltis's qualities as a graphic
designer one has only to look at the range of stamps they have commissioned from her between 1988 and 2012.
The full schedule is set out below:
Stamp Designs for Switzerland to date
Commemoratives:
Z758 Centenary of the Swiss Women's Benevolent Society (shows the Society's emblem) in 1988. (Fig. 1)
Z771 700th Anniversary of the Town of Delémont (shows the C16th 'Fontaine du Sauvage' and the 'Porte au Loup')
in 1989. (Fig. 1)
Z787 50th Anniversary of the organisation Assistance for Mountain Communities in 1990. (Fig. 1)
Z848–851 Women Artists – in 1993 Mrs. Baltis co-ordinated the design of the set which features specific works of
the artists: Emma Kunz, Aloise, Meret Oppenheim and Sophie Taeuber-Arp.
Z959 Joint issue with China in 1998 – Lakes: Leman and Chillon Castle (issued in Switzerland and China with
different wording/denominations). The stamp was used on a related maxicard, a "souvenir sheet", a miniature
sheetlet, FDCs and FD silk covers. An imprinted version of the stamp appeared on the special aerogramme. The
other stamp (Z958) was designed by XU Yan Bo of Jixian, China and engraved (i.e. part intaglio) by Pierre
Schopfer. The miniature sheet Z960 was designed by Hansjörg Anderegg of Helio Courvoisier SA. Miniature
sheets combining 4 Swiss and 4 Chinese-designed stamps were produced, despite the different printing
processes used. The cancellations Zurich and Territet-Veytaux were designed by Mrs. Baltis. The designers of the
FDCs and silk covers are not known to the author. (Fig. 1)
Z1060 Stamp Booklet in 2002: Lucky Charms 7-spot Ladybird and vignette (10 self-adhesive stamps) (Fig. 1)
Z1104 Stamp Booklet in 2003: Lucky Charms 4-leaf Clover and vignette (10 self-adhesive stamps)
Z1202–1204 Sights of Switzerland: Mountain Panorama – Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau – 3-stamp strip (se-tenant
pairs) in 2006. Available in sheets of five strips of three. Also designed the numismatic cover (coin designed by
Stephan Bundi) as well as the usual first-day cover. FDC with black and white illustrations on the back. The
Panorama specialist Willi Burkhardt gave valuable tips. A set of postcards, each with a colour photograph by
Joachim Braunwarth of one of the three mountains, were also issued. (Figs. 5 and 6)
Z1288 Old Rhine Bridge (joint-issue with Germany) plus a sheetlet of 10 stamps in 2008. FDC with embossing on
the front and illustration on the back. Two official postcards showing different views of the covered wooden
bridge linking Stein(AG) with Bad Säckingen. (Fig. 8)
Z1383 Honey-Bee Keeping (hexagonal-shaped stamp) in 2011 plus a sheetlet in a "honeycomb"-type format of 14
hexagonal stamps (resultant 3 different pairs and unusually shaped multiples; unusual corner perforations). The
stamp also appears on an official maximum card. (Fig. 2)
Definitives: Z1061–1064 Insects in 2002 (embossing on the FDC). (Fig. 7)
Christmas: Old Christmas Tree Decorations – Z1014 (embossed cardboard Angel from Dresden) in 2000; Z1039
(glass-bead Star from Gablonz an der Neisse in Sudetenland) in 2001; Z1072 (cardboard Church from Bohemia) in
2002; Z1105/6 (wooden horseman from the Erzgebirge and glass Father Christmas with fir-tree from Thuringia) in
2003; and in 2004 a reprint of all 5 stamps in the series (Z1141–1145) and a Miniature Sheet (Z1146) which
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incorporates the 5 stamps. First-day covers feature other artefacts. Also 5 Xmas cards were designed by Mrs.
Baltis based on her stamp designs. The original photos were credited to Max Baltis. (Fig. 4)
Pro Juventute: PJ 323 Christmas stamp in 1992 – Melchior, one of the Three Magi (based on an C18th wooden
puppet from Canton Lucerne), it also marked the 80 th Anniversary of the Pro Juventute organisation; PJ 324-327
'Woods – Part of the Child's World' series:Trees, also in 1992 – they show the shape of the trees' leaves and fruit
against a subtle outline of the tree shape. Booklet with 10x 50+25c; PJ 328 Christmas stamp in 1993 – Christmas
Wreath made up primarily of woodland plants ; PJ 329-331 'Woods – Part of the Child's World' series: Woodland
Plants, also in 1993. Booklet with 10x 60+30c. (Fig. 4)
Pro Patria: PP 255–258 Heritage and Landscapes in 1997. Booklet with 10x 90+40c stamps; PP 317–320 Small
Buildings in 2012. Booklet with 6x 85+40c and 4x 1.00+50c stamps. (Fig. 4)
Surtax Issues: Z75–78 National Philatelic Exhibition BASLER TAUBE '95 which coincided with the 150 th Anniversary
of the Basle Dove cantonal stamp – Stamp based on the 'Basle Dove' stamp designed originally by Melchior Berri
and a horizontal strip of 3 stamps based on a C17 th engraving by Matthäus Merian the Elder of a panorama of the
city of Basle in 1615. Also Z79 a Miniature Sheet incorporating all 4 stamps surmounted with a drawing of a dove
holding a 'letter' in its beak. (vertical and horizontal se-tenant pairs and multiples). The miniature sheet was
included in a special Swiss Postal Service Souvenir booklet, designed by Mrs. Baltis, which celebrated the 150 th
Anniversary of the Basle Dove stamp. (Fig. 3)
References: Zumstein Switzerland Catalogue; P.T.T./Swiss Post's Collectors' New Issues Bulletins; Swiss Post's
'Focus on Stamps', in particular, 1/1995 and 4/2004 and information on the Max Baltis BSW Website (including
quotes from Mrs. Baltis appearing in newspaper reports on new issues).
YOUR WEBMASTER'S REPORT

FRED HOADLEY
www.swiss-philately.co.uk

The 'Philatelic Information' webpage has been redesigned and two welcome additions have been provided by
Richard Donithorn covering the subjects of “Imprinted Stamp Designs Unique to Postal Stationery” and “Bridges
on Swiss Stamps”. Also, the details on the “Federal Issues of 1850-1852” have been enhanced with “Rayon Type
Tables”; my thanks to Werner Gattiker and Jonathan Cartwright for their valuable input.
In the 'Did You Know?' section, which has also been re-vamped, I’ve added the first of, hopefully, many articles on
C20th stamps with information about “The 1941 Historical Issue”. Please continue to send articles to me at
fred.hoadley@btinternet.com. They can be large or small and in any shape or form, e.g. Word documents,
magazine cuttings, copies of scanned album pages, etc. I’m happy to do the work converting them to a standard
format for uploading to the website.
Extensive pruning of the Society’s library should enable Bob Medland and myself to work on the creation of a
more detailed and informative ‘Library Index’, which I hope to build directly into the website during 2015.
Finally, if you like what you see on the website, or have ideas for improving the Society’s "front door", please let
me know with an email, phone call or snail mail.
n.b. The website address appears at the bottom of the last page of every edition of the Newsletter.
NEW TICINESE POSTAL LABELS - The December/January edition of the SVPS's journal "Poststempelsammler"
contained an article on the new Ymago postal label dispensing machines being introduced in Ticino. The Society
has sent a FDI "set" of 26 to each of its members receiving the journal, including our Society. Our set will be
offered at auction during the Annual National Meeting.
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Further to the article in the November 2014 edition of the Newsletter (pp. 93-95). Unfortunately the response to
my request for help has not been as large as I'd hoped! Despite this I have carried out further research to improve
and extend the information available, based primarily on Swiss Post's "Focus on Stamps". My findings are set out
below:
Addendum
David Hope has pointed out that on P. 93 of the article the first line of the third paragraph should have read
"printed in Munich, the Bavarian State capital," not Zürich.
Stamp Printers Responsible for the Stamp Issues since 2000
The following stamps have been added to the schedule - Z1133 the Wooden stamp, Pro Patria 308A MS, Machine
Labels 19/20, Z1137 and the stamps issued in the last quarter of 2014. Five stamps have been deleted as they
were printed in 2000. 52 stamps have now been attributed to a different printer than the one shown in the earlier
schedule. As a result four names have been added to the list of printers/producers i.e. Etitex AG Zollikofen, La
Poste France, Sericora AG, Köniz and Silver-Ocean Animated Graphics AG, Aarau. The total number of private and
state printing works that have been involved has been revised to 22.
The string of new printers for the C21 st began in 2000 with the employment of Bischoff AG St. Gallen who
produced the Embroidery stamp (Z999), Permapack AG who printed the Children's Art stamps (Z1006 – 1009) and
The House of Questa who printed the Sydney Olympics stamps (Z1010-1012) and the first two Official IOC stamps.
Since 2000 private and state printing works from Switzerland, Australia, Austria, China, France, Germany,
Liechtenstein, the Netherlands, the UK and the USA have been employed by the Swiss postal authority.
The fully revised version of the schedule identifying the printers of all the Swiss stamps (other than the imprinted
stamps on official postal stationery) issued between January 2001 and December 2014 can be accessed on the
Society's Website or by contacting the Editor.
The Choice of Printers
An analysis of a number of stamp types/themes suggests that there is no clear pattern for choosing printers
emerging, except perhaps for the Definitives. However some printers have been given responsibility for a large
proportion of issues of a certain type/theme since 2001 e.g. :
Definitives – Joh. Enschedé Haarlem were given all the contracts for the definitives issued between 2002
and 2014, with the exception of the Medicinal Plants issue which was given to Walsall Security Printers
(Z1073 – 1079) and two of the Minerals issue to the German State Printing Works (Z1065, 1066).
Greetings – Joh. Enschedé Haarlem were given a contract 5 times for Greetings stamps between 2002 and
2014, along with 1 contract each to 4 other companies.
Pro Patria - Cartor Security Printing (5), Bagel Security Print (4) and Joh. Enschedé Haarlem (3) were given
the contract for 12 of the years between 2002 and 2014;
Pro Juventute – Joh. Enschedé Haarlem (7) and Tesa Bandfix (3) were given the contract for 10 of the years
between 2002 and 2014;
Xmas - Cartor Security Printing were given the contract for 8 of the years between 2002 and 2014;
Day of the Stamp - Cartor Security Printing, Joh. Enschedé Haarlem and Gutenberg AG, Liechtenstein were
each given the contract for 4 of the years between 2002 and 2014;
Europa - Cartor Security Printers were given the contract for 5 of the years between 2002 and 2014, along
with 5 other companies;
Officials – Joh. Enschedé Haarlem printed 4 official stamps between 2002 and 2014, the remaining 6 were
printed by 4 different companies.
Self-adhesives – Joh. Enschedé Haarlem were given all the contracts for self-adhesive definitives and all but
two for self-adhesive greetings and childrens' characters stamps between 2002 and 2014. Jo. Ensched é
Haarlem (6) and Tesa Bandfix (3) were given 9 of the contracts for the self-adhesive Pro Juventute stamps
issued since 2003.
The author would welcome any further comments on or additions to any information appearing in the two
articles on this subject.
Additional Reference: Catalogue Numbers from 'Zumstein Catalogue: Schweiz/Liechtenstein 2013'.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Notice is hereby given that the sixty-ninth
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
will be held on Sunday 26th April 2015 at 10.00 am at the
Hawkwell House Hotel, Iffley Village, Oxford OX4 4DZ
AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Sunday 6th April [see Newsletter issue for June 2014]
3. Matters arising
4. Chairman's Address
5. Hon. Secretary's Report
6. Hon. Treasurer's Report - Statement of Accounts for the year ending 31st December 2014
- 2015 Budget and 2016 subscriptions
7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Report of Packet Secretary
9. Report of Librarian
10. Newsletter – Editor's Report
11. Website – Webmaster's Report
12. Revision of the Rules of the Society. [see separate enclosure with Newsletter]
13. The 70th Anniversary of the Society - 2016
14. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2015-2016
15. Motions and Resolutions*
16. Any other business, including any matters arising from the minutes of the previous meeting.
NOMINATIONS for the election of Officers and Members of the Committee should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in
writing to reach him not later than Wednesday 1st April 2015. The nominee must have agreed to his/her nomination.
*RESOLUTIONS. Any member wishing to propose a Motion or Resolution at the Meeting must give notice in
writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary not less than 14 days before the date of the Meeting.
Neville Nelder, Hon. Secretary
David Hope, Chairman

ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 25th - 26th APRIL 2015

NORTON WRAGG, TREASURER

It is not too late to book to attend this meeting to be held at the Hawkwell House Hotel in Oxford. Full details
were included with the January edition of the Newsletter or can be obtained from the Treasurer – Norton Wragg
(norton.wragg@sky.com ).
If you have not attended one of these events before we offer a very convivial meeting and will make you most
welcome. Our aim is to share our interest in Switzerland and its philately. This year our main speaker is Robert
Wightman from Switzerland who will give a display of Pro Juventute forerunners and international usage up to
1920 and also a display on his local area of Seen (Winterthur). There will also be a display by Jonathan Cartwright
on the Rayons. Werner Gattiker has confirmed that he will be at the Meeting with a selection from his current
stock. All participants are encouraged to bring something to show, which usually produces a lot of interest for
everybody.
We look forward to seeing more members at our annual get together. If you would like to come on only one of the
days you would be most welcome and the cost would be reduced accordingly.
NEW MEMBERS - Two gentlemen, John Arendt and Brian Thurlow, have joined our Society this month. A warm
welcome to you both! Please take advantage of all the events and services on offer and continue to enjoy your
Swiss Collecting.
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FRANCO LABELS: A FAKE, AN ERROR - AND SOMETHING ELSE

BOB MEDLAND

Following my note on ‘Franco’ hand-stamps, post office official mail was more
commonly validated by using adhesive labels that were struck with the sending
post office or department’s cds. Six versions were printed between 1910 and
1962, with several reprints. The first printing was in black with an ornate border;
later issues were in green with a simple frame. All printings were issued in
columns of five labels, perforated or rouletted horizontally depending on which
issue, with a small tab attached to the bottom label indicating printing details.
There is no obvious source of information as to whether the labels were printed
in sheets and then guillotined or printed in single columns on narrow rolls of paper. However, the
presence of perforations at the top and bottom of some strips suggests the latter. My enquiries
continue on this point.
The more recent printings are the scarcest due to smaller print runs (only 75,000 for Type 5 and
150,000 for Type 6) and they are difficult to find in genuine used condition, reflected by
substantial catalogue prices. Recently I acquired a mixed lot of these labels by internet auction
and two of the items proved to be of particular interest. The last printing, Type 6, was unique in
having ‘Franco’ set in modern, plain font. An example of Type 6b, cut with 5 roulette teeth and
cancelled in blue ink, is shown top left. Apart from the label’s own scarcity as a
used example, the unusual cds ‘BELLINZONA DIREZIONE DELLE POST’ cds –
struck in blue ink – made this a very attractive-looking item. That is, until I did
my homework. Type 5b was printed in May 1965 but the cancellation is dated
May 1955. So, had a postal clerk in Bellinzona post office been careless and
accidentally flicked the canceller’s year reel back to 1955 when changing the
date first thing in the morning? I suspect not, especially as the label retains its
gum. More likely, given the scarcity and value of used Franco labels, it was done
deliberately (but carelessly) as a favour to a ‘collector’ – i.e. a fake cancel. So it
is worthless but interesting nonetheless. This short note will hopefully warn
collectors to be on the lookout.
However, the item that first grabbed my attention in the auction lot was an
unused strip of five labels, also Type 6b printing, shown on the right. Being a
gap in my collection it was of interest enough but closer inspection revealed a
printing error in the middle label (a green ink blob in the ‘O’). This is listed by
Zumstein as error z6B.1.10. So it was honours even. Now, to find a genuine,
used example of one of these really would be something.
The illustration to the left comprises a strip of three Type 1b labels + bottom
tab. Note that all are cancelled by cds bearing the same date. In fact there is
nothing fishy about this item: it is perfectly understandable that, in larger
offices, the clerk would pre-cancel a number of strips of labels for anticipated
requirements that day, to save time and effort (notice that the ink faded with
each successive strike down the column). The labels had no monetary value so, at the end of the
day, any unused labels would be destroyed – or, in this case, end up in a specialist collection.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS OF THE NORTHERN GROUP
Saturday 7th March 2015 - 'Chairman's Presentation'. Saturday 11 th April - AGM and 'Tell and Tell Boy' – All
Members. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.pm. Further
details from David Hope Tel: 0161 3030091.
PERFINS - PETER HOBBS
Peter has successfully sold his stock of "Fakes, forgeries or facsimiles" mentioned in the February edition of the
Newsletter (Page 17). He is now seeking to dispose of "a large number of Perfins". If you are interested in
purchasing them his correct telephone number is 01225 310971 and not 310977 as stated in the previous notice.
A USEFUL CATALOGUE - Copies of the 'Handbuch und Spezialkatalog 2012 der Internet-Briefmarken Schweiz' by
Markus Seitz, in German were on offer last year at CHF 55 plus post and packaging from ATM Seitz AG, Postfach,
6002 Luzern, Schweiz.
EDITOR'S CONTACT DETAILS
In case you are itching to send me your suggestions for improving the Newsletter or an article for me to publish
in a future edition, you can always contact me by Telephone: 01243 583237 or by Email: address katedonithorn@hotmail.com or by Post – the address is on the header to every edition of the Newsletter.
THE NEXT DAVID FELDMAN AUCTION
David Feldman is pleased to present its upcoming Switzerland specialised auction which will be held on the
22nd April, 2015 in Geneva.
Our philatelists have assembled a strong offering and we are sure that all collectors will find stamps, covers
and collections that they are looking for.
In addition to the 3rd part of the Harlan Stone Collection, we will offer the Seedorf Rayons Collection as well
as a fine selection of Cantonals, Strubelis, Sitting & Standing Helvetias, proofs, rare frankings, destination
mail, hotel post, postage dues and collections. All the lots as well as the complete pdf catalogue will be
available online by mid-March on www.davidfeldman.com
David Feldman S.A. strives for excellence in the lotting and promotion of every major property entrusted to
us. We invite you to visit us in person or via the internet to examine and determine those lots which may be
of interest to you. Contact us if you have any questions.
www.davidfeldman.com
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PROPOSED RULES OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
1. NAME AND OBJECTS
a) The Society shall be known as “The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain”.
b) The objects of the Society shall be to promote all aspects of Swiss philately, postal services and
associated ephemera and to assist collectors in the enjoyment of the hobby. The holding of
meetings, displays, lectures, debates, exchanges, auctions of philatelic material, publication of
newsletters and philatelic papers, maintaining a relevant website and library are activities to support
these objects.
2. MEMBERSHIP
a) Application for membership, shall be made to the Secretary, or nominated representative, and
shall be in writing on the prescribed application form, to which the Society rules are appended, and
be accompanied by the appropriate subscription. In the case of a Minor the consent in writing of a
parent or guardian shall be required.
b) Such applications shall be accepted by the Secretary subject to subsequent approval by the
Committee, which shall have the right to refuse membership without giving reason. Successful
applicants will be bound by the Society’s rules.
3. SUBSCRIPTIONS
a) Based on guidance from the Treasurer, the annual subscription for any one year shall be decided
at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the preceding year, and shall be payable on 1st January of
each year.
b) If subscriptions are not paid by the last day of March in the year for which they are due,
membership may be terminated.
c) A new member registering and paying on or after 1st October in any year shall be entitled to
membership up until 31st December of the subsequent year.
4. RESIGNATION
Any member may resign by giving notice to the Secretary, but shall be liable for any unpaid
subscriptions or other dues owing to the Society at the time of resignation.
5. TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
a) A member may be suspended for non-payment of money owed by the individual to the Society,
and if, after one application for such, failing reasonable excuse, shall be liable to removal from the
membership list without further notice.
b) If the conduct of any member shall, in the opinion of the Committee, be considered detrimental
to the interests of the Society, such member shall be requested to resign, or if necessary be expelled.
c) The member may make an appeal against any action taken under (b) above at the next AGM at
which a majority vote of the members present shall be necessary to confirm or reject the
Committee’s action.
6. EXECUTIVE
a) The Committee shall consist of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, Sales Packet
Secretary and up to eight other members, who shall have the power to co-opt up to two further
members, and they shall hold office until resignation or the next AGM. All Officers and members of
the Committee shall be eligible for re-election. The Committee shall have the power to assign other
offices (such as Librarian) to its members. Five shall form a quorum.
b) The Committee may at its discretion elect a President, Vice-President(s) or Members who shall
not be required to pay any subscription and shall not be eligible to serve on the Committee.
c) The decision of the Committee upon all matters affecting the Society, and not provided for in the
rules, shall be final and binding on all members.

7. FINANCE AND ASSETS
a) An Auditor, whose duty shall be the scrutiny of the Society’s accounts, shall be appointed at the
AGM and this person shall hold office until resignation or the next AGM, and shall be eligible for
re-election.
b) The Society’s Financial Year shall be from 1st January to 31st December.
c) All money held on behalf of the Society shall be held in accounts in the name of the Society. The
Committee shall decide the number and location of such accounts. Members holding money on
behalf of the Society shall maintain accounts in the manner required by the Treasurer.
d) Should the Society be wound up, the disposal of all remaining assets, after all liabilities have
been met, shall be decided by the Committee and members present at an Extraordinary General
Meeting (EGM) of the Society called for this purpose.
8. MEETINGS
a) Meetings shall be held at any time or place authorised by the Committee.
b) The AGM of the Society shall be planned to be held by 31st May or at an alternative time
authorised by the Committee. The Treasurer shall at that meeting submit the Accounts, which have
been previously audited and certified by the Auditor, for adoption by the members present.
c) The Officers and Committee shall be elected at the AGM.
d) Officers and Members of the Committee may claim reasonable expenses incurred during the
course of their duties, such claims being the subject of scrutiny by the Treasurer, who shall report on
them to the Committee.
e) Date, time, venue and an invitation to submit any proposal which could result in a resolution for
consideration at an AGM shall be notified to members at least twelve weeks prior to the date of the
AGM. Such items must be submitted to the Secretary six weeks prior to the date of the AGM. The
Secretary shall seek the opinion of the Committee, who shall determine whether that resolution
shall be debated at the AGM.
e) The Committee may at any time for any special purpose call a Special General Meeting (SGM)
and shall do so upon the request in writing of any eight members stating the purpose for which the
meeting is required. All members must be notified of the date and place of such a meeting at least
two weeks in advance. Only the business for which the SGM has been called shall be dealt with at
that SGM
9. REGIONAL GROUPS
a) The Committee shall have the power to establish and promote regional groups of members in any
part of Great Britain where there is sufficient number of members able and willing to form a Group.
b) Such Groups shall be conducted by a Group Committee and Officers elected as the members
forming the Group may decide, and shall have as its objects the promotion, in its own locality, of
the objects of the Society.
10. NOTIFICATION
Any notice sent by prepaid post to the address of a member registered in the books of the Society
shall be deemed to have been properly directed and no claim shall be sustained on the part of a
member who has failed to notify a change of address to the Honorary Secretary in time to prevent
misdirection of any note or other communications. Notifications of meetings and other events
published in the “Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter” shall be deemed as official notices sent to
members.
11. SALES PACKET
The Sales Packet shall be run under the guidance of a Packet Secretary and the conduct of any
member receiving a packet shall be subject to the Rules of the Society and the Sales Packet.

